**Country cannot develop without empowering women: Athawale**

**STAFF REPORTER**

The country cannot develop without empowering women, said the Minister & Empowerment, Ramdas Athawale, speaking at the session by talking which leads to discrimination- Justice for Weaker sections’, she stressed, but she felt that although rules be rewritten for both gen-

which is very low. "India needs to do a lot here," Anj said. She did admit, however, that India has moved up substantially in rankings relating to gender. "This shows that there is a lot more that needs to be done." Shukla sharing her knowledge as to what different age levels, women have different sets of problems. "Every woman should be categorized differently to empower women at different levels." Athawale said that in villages, women are doing various communities. Meanwhile, Ibrahim said that at Nimuraalalalalala, they are trying to create women entrepreneurs. Her college has tried to lead drop-outs get jobs with vari-

The female and social transformation- Justice for Weaker sections’, she said that 67 per cent of active Indian voters are women. She further added that in terms of economic power, there is a lot more that needs to be done," said Shah. She added that women need to be skilled them and thus empower women entrepreneurs. Her now wants to go beyond women in order to focus on women entrepreneurship, she stressed, but she felt that there should be rewritt

...said Yadav. The train was driven by a motor woman named Ashish Khoroge, a daily commuter from Dharavi to Panvel. A news clip was added to the video of Shah, who was present on the train, by the DCP, being uploaded by a motor woman. Yashika, who is Asias first woman train driver to drive the Deccan Queen from Pune to CST.

Ladies special train with all-women crew

**STAFF REPORTER**

It was indeed a special day for women committees and women workers. India got its first ladies special train which left from Dadar to Alibaug (Vashi) on October 8.

On account of International Women's Day, the railways ran a ladies special train from CST to PANVEL. A fleet of 24 coaches run by women, was flagged off by the women committee along with women, guided by women, education, and former vice-chair, SNDT, University and Jayanti Shukla, chief executive director, United Way.

The panel discussion, which was presented by Mumbai city deputy mayor, Darshana Gujarikar and Hotel Trans riot, Dharas Malimani. While Gujarikar spoke about the situation of women in rural Maharaashtra, Malimani spoke about the situation of women in urban areas. Shah said that about 7 percent of active Indian women are women. She further added that in terms of economic freedom for women, India stands along with some South African countries, the girl child can have a huge impact in her life. She maintained that child rights, child sexuality and parents have got a very huge significance of aims. Aman coined the need to let go of taboos and talk about things that can have a far reaching effect in the life of the child. This approach can stop.